


Unspoilt dive sites, soft & black coral galore, new species

photo opportunities, the last frontier, non-stop pygmy

seahorses, warm water, lagoon-sightseeing, river cruising, rock

art painting, pearl farm.
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Day 1 

Welcome on board. The MANTA MAE CREW
will  await your arrival at Sorong Airport to
assist and accompany you on board KLM
MANTA MAE at Sorong Harbour, only a
short drive of around 10-15mins away. Our
experienced staff will look after your
luggage and transfer it to your cabin
onboard KLM MANTA MAE  while you enjoy
our "refreshing welcome drink".  you will be
introduced to our team and have plenty of
time to settle in, get everything ready and
enjoy life onboard with us. 
we will start navigate to south Raja Ampat
- which is 12-13 hours navigates . 
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Day 2 

Breakfast in the morning prepared by our
chef , we plan to do check dives in Wagmab
or Farondi Area 
Lunch will be on board and afternoon
activities could be in the sand bank or
another diving . 
Evening navigates to Fiabacet / Boo Area 
4-4 dives

Wagmab / Farondi
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Day 3

Not to be missed, “Boo Rock”, the gully called
“The Windows”, where two rocks connected
by magnificent soft corals and sizzling with
fish. The surface crashes through the top of
these window arches creating a constant
pounding noise, which can be felt through
your whole body. The fish life is outstanding
with jacks and dogtooth tuna feeding in the
surge and schooling bannerfish sitting
behind sea fans catching tiny bits of
plankton floating in the current. Hardly a
spot on the reef is left uncovered by sea
fans, soft coral and thick schools of baitfish.

Fiabacet / Boo 
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Day 4

One of the most radiant reefs in all of The 4
Kings, each dive is never an ordinary dive,
it’s always special and there’s always a new
scene to be found. The reef is covered in
short growth pastel soft corals that form
larger purple and pink soft coral, red and
white sea fans and enormous barrel
sponges jutting out from the steep slopes
and walls. Excellent fish life: Fusiliers,
surgeonfish, small schools of barracuda and
profuse schools of anthias all milling about
in the rising and falling tides.
Navigates to Pulau Pisang , which is between
misool and fak fak 

Daram 
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Day 5

Midway between Fak Fak and Triton Bay’s calm
waters, sheltered by a hard coral-dominated reef,
where Dr. Gerry Allan broke his record for the most
species counted on a single site, lays 
2-3 dives and will navigates again to Tanjung Papisoe 

Pulau Pisang
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Day 6 

Midway between Fak Fak and Triton Bay’s calm
waters, sheltered by a hard coral-dominated reef,
where Dr. Gerry Allan broke his record for the most
species counted on a single site, lays Tanjung Papisoi,
with 330 species – also the name of the dive site. The
reef is nothing spectacular as such but on the other
hand, the many different kinds of fish species are. 

Tanjung Papisoe
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Day 7 - 9 

Triton Bay, a place where scientists have recorded a
total of eight different mantis shrimp species, 24 new
fish species, and 20 species of coral that are new.
Many are believed to be endemic to the region,
meaning that they are found nowhere else on Earth.
Scientists also first spotted the new species of two
kinds of epaulette shark (the walking shark) here –
small, slender-bodied bottom-dwellers that use their
pectoral fins to "walk" across the seafloor, mostly at
nighttime. This area is known for its underwater
beauty and extensive biodiversity.

Triton Bay 
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Day 7 - 9 

Larry’s heaven is without a doubt one of the most
beautiful places ever and has been given its name by
the late Larry Smith. As soon as you plunge into the
water, the colors and the sheer diversity you
encounter will blow your mind away! Fields of soft
coral, a thick forest of black coral trees, sea fans and
hard coral all dominant the reef and there is hardly a
bare spot on these boulders. It is very special when
the water rushes through this channel and it springs
to life. Fish, fish and fish are just everywhere, all kinds,
and all sizes, a true “Heaven on Earth”.

, Aiduma

An island outside the mouth of Triton Bay contains a
mixture of deep basins and shallower waters. Every
inch is occupied by some type of invertebrate and
there’s an abundance of tunicates and encrusting
sponges with soft and hard coral. This is a Triton bay
dive site with huge groupers, jacks, mackerels and
tasseled wobbegongs in abundance. But there’s not
only big fish that light up the reef, small critters are
found on every corner too.
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Day 10 

An island outside the mouth of Triton Bay contains a
mixture of deep basins and shallower waters. Every
inch is occupied by some type of invertebrate and
there’s an abundance of tunicates and encrusting
sponges with soft and hard coral. This is a Triton bay
dive site with huge groupers, jacks, mackerels and
tasseled wobbegongs in abundance. But there’s not
only big fish that light up the reef, small critters are
found on every corner too.
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Day 11 

Time to say goodbye , 
our crew will assist you to Kaimana Airport , UTAROM
Airport . 

Jope to welcome you on board again in other
destination 

All divesites and route are subject to change due
weather , conditions and currents 




